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Abstract
America’s perception of cultural differences always boils down to a stereotype
and has, unfortunately, become normal. Dealing with the perception of AfricanAmericans, in particular, has become a layered problem. Media outlets such as
news, TV, movies, and now video games have often placed a negative bias on
Blacks in America. Because mass media can reach all parts of the world, other
cultures have taken on the same perception as many Americans with similar
views. The problem of negative perceptions placed on Black Americans can be
seen in the lack of inclusion in TV to exploitation better known as Blaxploitation1
in movies. While there are positive and prominent African-American Actors in the
news, TV, and movies, little to none exist in the video game industry.
I argue that blacks in gaming should not only be about developing positive
characters but what a diverse team of professionals can create. There are some
positive African-American characters in video games including leading roles as
the protagonist. But stack the positive against the negative stereotypes and
complete exclusion from employment to character creation and the difference
reflects a less than equal outcome.

1

Blaxploitation term created to define black films that depicted African-Americans in stereotypical
movie roles.
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Introduction
African-American game developers make up less than 10 percent of the video
game industry. But African-Americans spend an estimated 500 billion dollars
annually and of this approximately 1.2 billion was spent on video games. The
video game industry, much like Hollywood and retail apparel, see billions of
dollars in revenue. However there is no profit for African-American developers in
this category as employees or employers. The problem remains the same in that
the video game industry is another white male dominated field.
Here we show a Game Developer Demographic Report from 2012 released by
the IGDA (International Game Developers Association).


Male = 88.5%, Female = 11.5%



White = 83.3%, Black = 2.0%, Hispanic/Latino = 2.5%, Asian = 7.5%,
Other = 4.7%



Heterosexual = 92%, Lesbian/Gay = 2.7%, Bisexual = 2.7%



Average age = 31 years
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Average years in the industry = 5.4 years



Percentage of people with disabilities = 13% (e.g., cognitive, mobility,
sight, etc.)



More than 80% have a university level education or greater



More than 60% of studios claim that obtaining diverse applicants is
challenging

The results indicate that only two percent of the video game industry is
comprised of African-American developers. Compared to Hispanic, Asian and
Other, Blacks fall dead last. Yet successful games such as Madden and NBA
Live yield a large number of black participants. The bottom line is the lack of
black developers, leaves many unmade games based on the Black point of view,
in experience, or creative vision.
Comparing Hollywood entertainment, specifically Television, demographics from
the 2003-2004 seasons produced the following according to the Children Now
organization. Here is just a sample of the study:
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Method
How do we solve this simple, yet, complex issue of race in the video game
industry?
The conscientious decisions made during the development process are vital to
the final outcome of a video game. Yet, every once and while a Publisher or 3 rd
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party developer find themselves in the hot seat for questionable racial ethics in
their video games. Some would argue that they did not know or think it was
offensive but those same people will discuss the pain staking research behind
the design of their video game by traveling to the far reaches of the earth to get
the true experience historically or artistically through photos and interviews. The
diverse make-up of the video game industry compares to the movie industry in
that there is a small demographic. As a student at the Guildhall at SMU
(Southern Methodist University), one of the student projects, entitled Sandstorm,
was a modern war fighter set in a fictitious Arabic country. The military company
showcased in Sandstorm had no black characters. One soldier in the troop was
given a Latin name to cover the minority factor but it was obvious that all of the
characters were clearly white. When asked why there were no black characters
one of the leads told me that there was a Latino soldier and emphasized that
Latinos were a minority based on a statistic that should have clearly defined
African-Americans as well.
What can we do to improve the demographic diversity in the video game
industry?
There are some African-Americans who hold significant positions in the video
game industry. Positions held range from Human Resource Managers to
President and CEO. Networking and acquiring positions through AfricanAmerican contacts is key. If there are no key positions held, a path cannot be laid
for anyone to follow. One of the unfortunate things that affect many African-
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Americans in the workplace on a whole is a perception of favoritism toward
another Black in terms of hiring and job related issues.
At the time I was a student at the Guildhall at SMU (Southern Methodist
University), there were only 6 African-American students including myself. And I
was the only black in my graduating class.
One question can be are Universities failing to recruit black students because of
their education, exclusion, or the lack of interest in the field of video game
development. From personal experience, it seems that Universities are not
seeking out minority students specifically African-American because it is
unrelated and holds true for developer companies as well.

Protagonist versus Antagonist: Compare and Contrast
For this paper, I have played and researched a number of video games and
deconstructed the kinds of roles portrayed by African-Americans. I selected the
following games because I have personally own and experienced them first
hand, their marketing, company reputation, and game news related to the issue
of obvious racial stereotypes.
I would like to point out the video game that personally offended me as a video
game player followed by the list of games mentioned in news articles. The Point
and Click game Still Life’s first scene with the protagonist Detective Victoria
McPherson and the beat cop guarding the crime scene. The voice actor’s
character was so stereotypical that I could not finish playing the game!
I listed obvious positive black characters, in their protagonist roles, stack them up
against the offensive roles, you will see that the difference is pretty obvious. Here
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is a list, which compares a few games. While it is not complete there are some
great games with rich storylines and characters and many other games where I
have questioned the developer’s ethics:

Black Characters portrayed in Video Games
POSITIVE CHARACTERS2
Crackdown: The Agency
Blade: Blade
Spawn Armageddon: Al Simmons (Spawn)
God of War: *Kratos
The Suffering: Torque
Portal / Portal 2: Chell
Chronicles of Riddick Escape from Butcher Bay / Assault on Athena: Riddick
Left for Dead / Left for Dead 2: Louis / Coach and Rochelle
Borderlands: Roland
Wheelman: Milo Burik
Starhawk: Emmet Graves

HONORABLE MENTION - SUPPORTING ROLES3
Half-Life 2: Alyx Vance
Resident Evil 5: Sheva Alomar
Halo: Sgt. Major Avery Junior Johnson

NEGATIVE CHARACTERS4
Dead Island: Sam B
Final Fantasy VII: Barrett Wallace
Heavy Rain: Jackson “Mad Jack” Neville
Metal Gear Solid 4 Guns of the Patriots: Drebin 893
Still Life: Patrolman #1
Final Fantasy XIII: Sazh
Mike Tyson’s Punch out: Mike Tyson
Ethnic Cleansing: Self-Explanatory.
Deus Ex Human Revolution: Homeless black woman
Animal Crossing Wild World: Mario to black sheet racial slur
Tom Sawyer: Slave Jim

QUESTIONABLE ETHICS IN THIS LIST OF CHARACTERS5
Gears of War: Augustus “Cole Train” Cole
2

See Appendix A: Breaks down the games with positive black characters and ones with racial
stigmas attached
3
See Appendix B: Mentions cooperative NPC (Non Playable Characters) positive black characters
4
See Appendix A: Breaks down the games with positive black characters and ones with racial
stigmas attached
5
See Appendix C: Mentions questionable black characters and a few successful franchise games
whose stereotyping made them successful.
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Mass Effect 3: Jacob Taylor
Uncharted Drake’s Fortune: Portrayal of enemies

STEREOTYPICAL GAMES NOT APPLICABLE6
Grand Theft Auto Series
Saint’s Row Series

After concluding this list I would like to add a few statistics collected by Children
Now. According to a 2002 study:
Over 50% of player-controlled characters are white males;
Less than 40% of game characters are black, the majority of whom are
depicted as athletic competitors.
Over 80% of black characters appear as competitors within sportsoriented games. In addition, African-American characters are more likely
to display aggressive behaviors in sports games (i.e., trash talking and
pushing) than whites.
More than 90% of African-American women function as props, bystanders,
or victims. In fact, ninety percent of African-American females were victims
of violence compared to 45% of white women

Characters in Video Games
100
90
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40
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0

White
African-American

African-American Women
White Women

6

See Appendix C: Mentions questionable black characters and a few successful franchise games
whose stereotyping made them successful.
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Conclusion
The perception of Blacks in video games is a conscientious one. The aggregation
of development teams will definitely constitute better results. A diverse group of
talented professionals would help improve the template that is the development
life cycle. This mold influences other start-ups to mimic diverse development
reflected from such companies like Valve and Radical Entertainment. The
offensive views displayed in some games will never stop but the conscientious
ones need to be addressed and should be corrected. Like the movie industry, our
industry, the video game industry, needs a Will Smith, Denzel Washington, and
Tyler Perry. So, there is an untapped market, like any other market, we can cater
to African-American players outside of sports games. Books, movies, and music
have had their renaissance periods of African-Americans assimilating into the
cypher. Therefore, it is a matter of time, before the video game industry has the
same evolutionary change. And that time is now!
At the end of the day it is a business. And we need independent development
companies created by African-Americans to tell stories, create more characters
in their likeness to balance the creative spirit of video game development.
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Appendix
A. BLACK CHARACTERS PORTRAYED IN VIDEO GAMES

Black Characters portrayed in Video Games
POSITIVE INFLUENCES

NEGATIVE OR QUESTIONABLE
PERCEPTIONS

Crackdown: The Agency

Dead Island:

A sandbox open world where you are an augmented
police officer, think Robocop, who fights crime. The
game has a character system that allows you to
create your own character from a diverse list of
races. The game was marketed with an AfricanAmerican character. Developed by Realtime Worlds
and Published by Microsoft.
An American based company.

Although he is considered a “Hero” Sam B is a
washed up American Rapper with a stereo
typical background: Mother on Crack grew up
poor. The only character with a "Rap" name
“Sam B” versus Logan Carter, Purna, and Xian
Mei.
His specialty weapons in the game are
Neanderthal in nature. The tropical island the
protagonist are trapped on has an indigenous
people who are made up to look like African
tribes from a twentieth century time.
In addition, Purna is Aborigines and Australian
mix and has been given an angry Aborigines
attitude similar to the angry black man found in
American culture. Developed by Techland and
published by Square Enix. They have offices in
Wroclaw, Warsaw, Ostrow Wielkopolski and
Vancouver.

Blade:

Final Fantasy VII:

Based on the comic and movie this video game
adaptation was created based on the movie.
Developed by Hammerhead and published by

Barrett Wallace
While his background is pretty positive his
stereotypical menacing look with corn rolls or
afro from the 70's compared to all of the other
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Activision Originally based out of the United kingdom
they are no longer in business.

characters seems out of place but normal for
Japanese culture and their view of AfricanAmericans. Developed by Square Enix a
Japanese company.

Spawn Armageddon:

Heavy Rain:

Based on a comic book series and later made
popular by its animated HBO series. You play Al
Simmons a former detective killed and sent to hell
but escaped by making a deal with a demonic being
to get his wife back. Developed by Namco and
published by Nintendo.

Jackson Neville “Mad Jack” is an ex-con who
runs a junk yard and auto-body shop. He is a
main suspect in the theft of a car sold to a serial
killer in this Psychological thriller developed by
Quantic Dream of Paris, France

God of War:

Metal Gear Solid 4 Guns of the
*Kratos based on fictitious Greek tales of the Gods. I Patriots: Drebin 893
put an asterisk because of the character has some
African features and geographically could be
possible. Also has the Voice Actor T.C. Carter who
happens to be black.

I love this franchise and it’s gameplay but the
Japanese continue to do some things that are
stereotypical.
Drebin is an agent of the Patriots under their gun
laundering company. Drebin’s look is a mix
between Sisqo of the R&B group Dru Hill and a
70s pimp with a ring on every finger. But the nail
in the coffin is the pet monkey called Little Gray.
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The Suffering:

Still Life:

Torque stars as a man wrongfully accused of killing
his family and has to escape a prison infested with
monsters release from middle earth after an
earthquake. Developed by Surreal Software and
published by Midway Games purchased by Warner
Brothers Studios

Agent Victoria McPherson is the protagonist in
his point and click game. Published by The
Adventure Company and developed by Microids.
Still Life was published by “The Adventure
Company” a French Canadian Firm out of
Toronto, Ontario, Canada.
What stuck out in my mind about this game was
the voice actor of the Black cop in the first scene
of the game. Now mind you, this game is set in
modern day Chicago. But his voice sounded like
a 70’s Blaxsploitation7 southern black man with
no education. It annoyed me so much that I
could not get past it and enjoy the game. I put it
down and never picked it up again until now.

Here is a video from the first scene where you
encounter the Black cop and his stereotypical
southern uneducated black man voice.
Go to 7:00:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SEEkDYFpy7c

The exploitation of blacks, especially in movies featuring or intending to appeal to
blacks.
7
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Portal/Portal 2:

Final Fantasy XIII:

Chell who is based on voice actor Alésia Toyoko
Glidewell who is Brazilian and Japanese. Developed
and publish by Valve Software

While the back-story of Sazh is closer to normal,
the Afro and a bird living within it says a lot
about the character creator. This reference to
his hair and being a nest of sorts for a bird to live
in is pretty racist. The Afro has not been in style
since the 70s yet the Japanese continue to use
it as a standard style reference for AfricanAmerican males.
Developed and published by Square Enix
Figure 1 Sazh's son who also has an afro and pet bird

Chronicles of Riddick Escape from
Butcher Bay / Assault on Athena:
Riddick is based on character from the story and
movies Pitch Black, Chronicles of Riddick, and
Chronicles of Riddick: Dark Fury. While not openly
admitting his heritage Vin Diesel is Black and Italian.
Developed by Tigon Studios and Published by
Vivendi Universal Games now owned by Activision

Mike Tyson's Punch Out: Boxers in the
game have a stereotype associated with their
ethnicity. Mike Tyson was removed from the
game after his rape conviction. So Japan knows
what is going on around the world they just
chose to be moral where they feel it is important.
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samurai boxer.
Soda Popinski, the alcoholic Russian who
was originally known as Vodka Drunkenski.
Masked Muscle, the Mexican who spits in
your face.
Bob Charlie, the Jive King of Kingston.
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Left for Dead: Based on a post-apocalyptic

Ethnic Cleansing: Enough said.

zombie thriller. Louis is an IT professional and
survivor. Developed by Turtle Rock Studios
purchased and published by Valve.

This racist video game is clearly the work of a
racist organization and is a given. But had to be
mentioned for its extreme views and effort to
create a video game to promote hate.

Left for Dead 2:

Deus Ex Human Revolution:

Part two of the highly successful Left for Dead.
Coach and Rochelle is from another surviving group.
And actually run into each other in this sequel.
Developed by Turtle Rock Studios purchased and
published by Valve.

Very racist depiction of poor black woman.
This is another example of a company from
Montreal, Canada attempting to make their
video game diverse and epically failing. Judge
for yourself:
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Developed by Eidos Interactive and published
by Square Enix

Borderlands:

Animal Crossing Wild World:

Roland “The Soldier”
I was pleased to see this character in the crew.

While sending out press releases, an unlocked
version of the game was sent to Kotaku8 for
review when a racial slur was found in the
games dialogue.

Developed by Gearbox and published by 2K Games

Wheelman:

Tom Sawyer:

Milo Burik an undercover agent in Barcelona, Spain.
Developed by Tigon Studios published by Midway
and UBISOFT

Square Enix has made the list again with a very
explicit reference to African-Americans with this
racist picture of the Slave Jim.

8

Kotaku is a News and opinion website about video games and other technology gamers like.
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Starhawk:
Emmet Graves the protagonist in a future world,
Graves continues the storyline of Warhawk the
game. Developed by LightBox Interactive and
published by Sony Computer Entertainment (SCE)

B. HONORABLE MENTION
HONORABLE MENTION - SUPPORTING
ROLES

STEREOTYPICAL GAMES NOT
APPLICABLE

Half-Life 2:

Grand Theft Auto Series:

Alyx Vance is the bi-racial daughter of the scientist in
the game who worked alongside of the protagonist
Gordon Freeman. Valve has always been a very
diverse developer in terms of their storylines and
characters. Developed and Published by Valve
Software.

Carl “CJ” Johnson
The entire Grand Theft Auto series is a
testament of stereotypes and its realistic
approach to real life poverty, crime, corruption,
and entitlement in the past and present. Anyone
familiar with the franchise knows that it is an
equal opportunity game when it comes to all
races, creeds, and colors.
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Resident Evil 5:

Saint’s Row:

Sheva Alomar African born Agent working alongside
protagonist Chris Redfield. While the game received
negative pressed based on certain sensitive cut
scenes depicting the hanging of Africans, Sheva’s
character is portrayed positively in her background
and physical appearance. Developed and published
by Capcom

This game rivals the Grand Theft Auto series but
does it with a different gameplay style. But none
the less falls into the category of stereotypes
and eccentricness.

Halo: While not the Protagonist, Sergeant Major
Avery Junior Johnson played a pivotal role in the
series. Developed by Bungie and published by
Microsoft Studios
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C. QUESTIONABLE ETHICS
QUESTIONABLE ETHICS IN THIS LIST OF
CHARACTERS

Gears of War:
Private Augustus "Cole Train" Cole or Gus was once a
successful Thrashball player known for his hard-hitting and
flamboyant style. After Emergence Day, Cole joined
the military as a Gear soldier, and brought that same "grit and
intensity" to the battlefield, which saved his life more than once.
Cole has spent most of his military career alongside his friend
and foil, Damon Baird, as the two begin a new chapter in their
lives. Throughout his career as a Gear, he has rejected every
military promotion that has been offered under the grounds that
having rank is not going to affect how many Locust he can kill.
While not having anything negative in his bio, Gus seemed to be
a bit over the top in terms of the way he spoke. Some say they
like the character but would question his creator and voice
actor’s choice in the way his personality and speech were
conceived.

Mass Effect 3:
Jacob Taylor
While the character is presented in a positive light, the
relationship created with a female Shepard is
concluded with an affair which resulted in a child by
another woman and ultimately decides to stay with the
mother of his child. While the context reads like any
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romance drama, it seems like this was racist from
many black people who have played the game.

Uncharted Drake’s Fortune:
Nathan Drake
While most have enjoyed the Uncharted Series there
have been some questions of racist ethics on the part
of Developer Naughty Dog.
One British video game reviewer, called the escapist,
went on a rant about the game being racist. I will say
this, as progressive and awesome this company is,
there is only one game that has black people in them
and they are killed off as quickly as they are
introduced.
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